Terms and Conditions of Quote and/or Sales Order

➢ Pricing is valid only for this project and quote. Do not use this pricing for any other project. The attached quote is valid for 30 days.

➢ Customer to verify this quote’s accuracy.

➢ All heights are approximate. Please check prior to final ordering.

➢ Production of base liner order will start AFTER a completed and signed Predl Production Order Sheet/ Ticket/ Drawing has been received from the customer.

➢ Production of fully lined structure order will start AFTER a completed and signed Predl structure drawing has been received from the customer.

➢ For new Predl customers, a completed credit application must be received and approved by Predl prior to the start of production.

➢ Predl reserves the right to require a deposit on unique custom orders and/or to require payment in full of non-Predl components integrated into Predl liner designs.

➢ For new Predl customers, a 20% deposit for the value of the order must be received prior to the start of production. Payment terms are net 30 days from date of invoice, unless otherwise expressly agreed to by Predl.

➢ Please submit Predl Manhole Base Liner Take Off with drawings to ensure proper quotation.

➢ Production time estimates are not binding against Predl. Production is typically minimum 2 to 5 weeks AFTER sign-off approval and it varies depends on the order quantity and size of the structure(s). All necessary information is required prior to the start of production.

➢ For a compressed schedule, please contact us with your requirements. Predl charges a 25% premium for expedited delivery.

➢ Predl, under no circumstances, will accept any liability for project delays or any other performance related issues causing overall project delays.

➢ By providing Predl a Purchase Order, an approved Predl Manhole Base Liner Take-Off & Order Sheet or any correspondence approving production, the customer acknowledges and agrees to these Terms and Conditions.

➢ All Predl Manhole Base Liners, Corprotect, and Pipe Bells must be properly supported during concrete pouring. The precast production process is not the responsibility of Predl. Please contact Predl if you have any questions or concerns about the production process.

➢ For the FRP Baseline submittal process, Predl will only provide "Production Ticket" in lieu of engineering drawing, unless otherwise noted.

➢ Predl will only provide full stack engineering drawing(s) as a submittal process if the structure(s) is (are) fully lined by Predl products, unless otherwise noted.

➢ Manufacturing Tolerances: Predl pipe bells are produced with ±1/8” (3.2 mm) tolerance. Angular tolerance shall be max ±2°. Internal diameter of Predl baseliner sections shall not vary more than 1%. Variations in laying heights of two opposite sides of baseliner sections shall be not more than 5/8” (15.875mm) as per ASTM C478; Section 15.6.1 and 15.6.3.

➢ Predl Systems has the right to use customer information for marketing purposes.

➢ For fully lined Precast Manhole Structures; All Precast Concrete joints must be sealed with a gasket or mastic-type sealant supplied by the Precaster and installed by Contractor. Predl Systems is not liable for infiltration issues due to missing or faulty joint sealant. Predl Systems requires an ASTM C877-08 compliant external joint wrap for all MH joints. New precast concrete structure with integral Predl Concrete Protective Liner to be vacuum tested in accordance with ASTM C1244 prior to final installation, thermoplastic welding and spark testing of manhole.

➢ PVC Manhole and HDPE lined products are custom order items, and are exempt from return.

➢ A 25% restocking fee will be applied to any component returned that is not custom built. Any product that has been installed in the ground will not be considered for return.
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➢ **Warranty:**

Predl Systems North America’s liability is limited to the replacement or the repair of defective parts, excluding the cost of removal, installation or execution of any unauthorized repairs. Predl will not be responsible for incidental or consequential damages, or for products improperly installed or modified.

No representative of Predl or any other persons has authority to waive, alter or add to this warranty or to assume for Predl any obligation or liability connected with the sale or installation of Predl products. Predl accepts no liability for any delays caused by deficiencies in our product, other than replacement or repair of our product.

This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied.

Predl Systems North America warrants **10 years** from invoice date against corrosion. Warranty does not extend to malfunctions or damage arising from improper installation, normal wear and tear, improper maintenance, alteration, misuse or negligence arising from defects of material or workmanship.